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A large number of results obtained by many researchers and by us made it possible to model the results to
carry out the analysis according to the method of dialectics “Cause↔Consequence”.
A diversity of numerous agents was analyzed as tools for studying biological processes in vivo. As a result
turned that these agents of different nature (physical, chemical, biological, etc.) have a single, common
action vector – energy (Е) that interacting with the time parameter (Т), defines the concept of the dose
(D=ET) and this dose causes the biological process in vivo with two processing forms: 1) E=cost f(t) and 2)
T=cost f (E).
Studying of the biological process with full kinetic (min-max-min) in vivo by the method "dose-effect"
revealed the following regularities: discreteness, continuity, homogeneity, heterogeneity, relativity,
discontinuity, abruptness and spontaneity that characterize biological processes in vivo and the dose, causing
this process in vivo in the organism. Besides these regulations provide the link between the processes
occurring in the organism and between organisms in vivo, correlation interrelation between genotype and
phenotype of the processes occurring in the organism and processes of morphological changes in the same
organism in vivo. The phenomenon of correlations and these regularities that characterize the dose and
biological processes is a sufficient and necessary factor to approve the “quantum theory” of Шредингер,
1947” that the mechanism of the biological process in vivo has a physical nature, which is implemented by
the transition of quantum to the biological material.
For centuries and up to now researches of biological processes in different organisms (mutation,
morphological changes, physiological, etc.) have been and are being conducted, starting with
microorganisms and ending with the highest in vivo, using as an instrument of studying the agents of
different nature (physical, chemical, biological, etc.) with dose dependence (Ауэрбах, 1978, Mild D., 1984,
Алиханян С. И. 1968, Надсон Г.А., Кудрявцев В. И. 1927). However, in general the analysis of results
obtained in these studies are inferior and unreliable due to the lack of study of the biological process as a
whole (with full kinetics frequency rates min-max-min) which does not correspond with the laws of
dialectics.
Therefore, conclusions of the analysis of these results are unreliable and inferior (Петров Д.Ф. 1958,
Mondd J. 1970, Балика A.Д. 1971). And therefore increase in the number of such works, year after year
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leads to an increase of many problems in biology, medicine, agriculture, etc. (Ауэрбах Sh. 1978). It is
known that the solution to these problems is mainly determined by the identification of the essence of the
mechanism of the biological process (Inge-Vechtomov, 2005). And therefore it is necessary to pay attention
to some other mechanism, such as "quantum theory", which was offered by E. Шредингер in 1947 (Петров,
1958, Тимофеев-Ресовский, 1966, Mondd J. 1970, Намиот Б. 2014).
Solving these problems is mainly connected with the use of methodological aspects in accordance with the
laws of dialectics, which are modeling of results and analysis of these results by the method of
“Cause↔Consequence” (Трютиков E.Ф. 1970, Базаржев A. 1988).
Bearing that in mind, we are making changes having following conditions:
1. “dose-effect” was chosen as a study method;
2. as a learning tool we use agents of different nature (physical, chemical, etc.);
3. mainly the micro-organism in which biological process (mutation) can be studied, taking place
inside the organism and as well as processes of morphologic changes of cell normally having a
homogenous shape (pic. 1) in morphology served as a test-object of study;
4. cause process of complete kinetics, i.e the process of frequency rate min-max-min (fig. 1);
5. use the method of modeling results for the organisms in vivo obtained by us and other researchers to
analyze them according to the “Cause↔Consequence” method.
I. before the start of experimental work let's pay attention to the action of various agents (physical,
chemical) their concentration of irradiation intensity. Since agents of different nature their concentration (C)
and intensity of irradiation (I) cause the same biological process in the organisms in vivo, they have a single
vector of actions which can be only the energy. Therefore in the study it is used as a common vector of
action (EC, EI).
II. to get a biological process with complete kinetics with frequency rate (min-max-min) experiments were
conducted by the method of “dose-effect” with two forms of processing (fig. 1).
a) we received biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) with frequency rates F0minF2max-F4min (fig.1) by the influence of a certain time size (T=cost) and energy interval [Ec0-Ec4] or [EIoEI4] energy interval caused by the concentration (C) or irradiation intensity (I) of agents of different
nature (chemical, physical), i.e. T=cost and f(Ec) or f(EI);
b) we received biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) with frequency rates F0minF2max-F4min (fig.1) by the influence of a certain energy size (E=cost) caused by the concentration
(Ec=cost) or intensity (EI=cost) and time interval [t0-t4], i.e. Ec=cost or EI=cost f(t).
The results showed that the same biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) in organism in
vivo is caused independent from the processing form, which demonstrates that the biological process caused
by the influence of a single, common factor which is the result of cooperation between the two parameters:
energy and time, that is expressed by the concept of dose (D=ET).
It became convincing (fig. 2) when the biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) for two
forms of processing 1) E=cost f(t) and 2) T=cost f(E) is causes by equal frequency rates Fo=Fo'; F1=F1';
F2=F3=F3'; F4=F4'; with the influence of appropriate doses Do; D1; D2; D3; D4, caused by T=cost f(E) or
E=cost f(t).
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These actual results, confirming that the dose is the result of two parameters: energy and time (D=ET),
were subjected to deeper analysis according to the law of dialectics “Cause↔Consequence” with two
directions, which allowed to identify patterns both in relation to doses, and in relation to the processes.
III. a) Particular size of the dose [Do; D1; D2; D3; D4] (fig. 1) causing biological process specific frequency
rates (Fo; F1; F2; F3; F4) demonstrates that the biological process, as well as the dose have a discrete character;
b) Different dose sizes Do; D1; D2; D3; D4 of the interval [Do- D4] (fig. 2), causing the same process,
are homogeneous with respect to the process, and heterogeneous with respect to different frequency
rates of the same process.
c) The same process, caused by dose interval [Do- D1] with respect to different dose sizes of this
interval is homogeneous, and heterogeneous with respect to different frequency rates of the same
process.
d) Fig. 1 and 2 show that biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) with frequency
rates Fo……….F1………F2………F3………F4 in fact, is continuously caused by influence of continuous sizes of
doses Do……….D1………D2………D3………D4, which demonstrates that the dose as well as biological
processes are continuous, which cannot be subjected to experimental study, and is a result of logical
thinking.
IV. Of particular interest is the analysis of the results obtained in the study of biological processes with
complete kinetics (min-max-min) for example, various biological processes (A, B, C) occurring in the same
organism in vivo that gives an opportunity to identify regularities of relationship between these processes.
a) Fig. 3 shows that separate processes A, B, C with complete kinetics (min-max-min) in the same
organism are taking place under the influence of interval dose [o-D1]; [o-D2]; [o-D3] discretely.
b) A continuous increase in the number of dose intervals [o-D1]……[o-D2]……[o-D3] leads to a
continuous increase in the number of the causing process (A, B, C), that is biological processes are
continuous in nature.
c) Different dose size intervals [o-D1] < [o-D2] < [o-D3], causing various biological processes with
complete kinetics (min-max-min) in the organism provide alternation of these processes A→B→C
d) In fig. 3 if to pay attention to the certain size of dose (Do) close to zero, in which different biological
processes A; B; C are being induced, these processes take place at the same time by different rates of
frequency FA, FB, FC. This means that dose (Do) has relative and heterogeneous nature with respect to
these processes. And these processes A; B; C in their turn being caused under the influence of the
certain value of the dose (Do) are characterized by heterogeneity and relativity.
On the basis of these data we can conclude that these regularities: discontinuity, continuity, heterogeneity,
homogeneity, relativity and alternation of the biological processes and doses provide interrelation between
processes occurring in the organism. Interrelation between organisms which can be revealed by a study of a
certain biological process in different organisms – A, B, C (fig. 3) is caused by the same regularities.
V. Interrelation of interaction of two parameters of dose (D=ET) has essential value when inducing
biological process in organism in vivo. A parameter of dose – energy as a general vector of different agents'
action (chemical, physical etc.) with different concentrations (C) and irradiation intensities (I) and with
different sizes of energy can be presented respectively Eс1 > Eс2 > Eс3 and EI1 > EI2 > EI3
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a) The results obtained by “dose-effect” method in picture 4 show that under the influence of certain sizes
of the parameters Eс1=cost; Eс2=cost; Eс3=cost and EI1=cost; EI2=cost; EI3=cost, which make by value
decreasing sequence on the one hand and increasing sequence on the other hand:
∞ ← EI1 > EI2 > EI3 > ....... > Eс1 > Eс2 > Eс3 → 0
induce a biological process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) changing the time interval [o-t], during
which the process in vivo occurs, on the one hand energy increase decreases the time interval, on the other
hand energy decrease increases the time interval, i.e. the time interval of the occurring process has speed (V):
o ← < [o-t1] < [o-t2] < [o-t3] < …… < [o-t4] < [o-t5] < [o-t6] → ∞
Time interval approaches zero [0-t]→0 when energy size infinitely increases (E→∞), wherein biological
process in vivo takes place spasmodically, and on the other hand time interval approaches infinitely [o-t]
→∞ when energy size approaches zero (E → 0), wherein biological process in vivo takes place
spontaneously.
These actual existing properties, spasmodic and spontaneity, being origins of the biological process in vivo,
cannot be subjected to experimental study, since they are the result of logical thinking.
VI. Based on the fact that phenotype and genotype processes are of special and important interest in
cognition of the essence of mechanism of the biological process (Надсон Г.A. 1927), we carry out a study of
the process of morphological changes by “dose-effect” method like the study of biological process taking
place in the organism in vivo using the same conditions of study.
a) Under the influence of dose morphological changes were induced in microorganism, cell suspension
of which was in norm being homogeneous (pic. 1). These cells were changed under the influence of
dose and became big and round (pic. 2), rod-shaped (pic 3) undividable cells. Every single one of
these changes occurs as a process with complete kinetics (min-max-min) under the influence of dose
interval [Do-D4] (pic. 1, 2), and for different changes in the morphology (A, B, C) of the respective
dose interval [0-DA]; [0-DB]; [0-DC] (pic. 3)
Wherein analysis has revealed that the process of the morphological changes, as well as the biological
process have all the regularities occurring in the organism in vivo: discontinuity, continuity, homogeneity,
heterogeneity, relativity, abruptness, spontaneity and alternation, besides they provide interrelation between
the processes of morphological changes (big circle cells – A →rod-shaped – B → undividable cells - C)
caused by dose (D=ET) (pic. 3).
VII. Based on the fact that the key of revealing the mechanism essence is interrelation between the
processes of phenotype and the processes of genotype [Inge-Vechtomov, S. G. -2005], we had to study it by
the “dose-effect” method keeping strictly the processing conditions in which mutational processes and
processes of morphological changes in vivo were taking place at the same time. (pic. 5, 6)
a) Inducing certain mutational process (for example mutations of amino acid leu- → leu+ - A;) and process
of morphological changes (forming of big round cells - a) with complete kinetics (min-max-min) in
microorganism in vivo (pic. 5) we found that these two processes take place with complete kinetics (minmax-min) with the general interval influence of dose (D0-D2) (pic. 5) at the same time simultaneously taking
frequency rates Fminfmin – Fmaxfmax – Fminfmin in doses respectively D0–D1–D2 of this interval. These results evi-
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dence that there is a straight correlation connection between biological mutational process (leu-→leu+ -A)
occurring within the organism in vivo and process of morphological changes – a of this same organism.
b) A deep study of this phenomenon, of the correlation by the “dose-effect” method in the same conditions
of the processing has revealed that alternating different mutational processes (leu-→ leu+ - A; arg- →arg+ B,
lys- →lys+ -C) (pic. 6) and alternating diferent processes of morphological changes (forming of big round –a,
→ rod-shaped – b → undividable cells - c) pass by the dose interval actions at the same time respectively
[D0-D1]; [D0-D2]; [D0-D3] (pic. 6) in the same organism for which mutational process – A is correlated with
the process of morphological changes – a, mutational process – B is correlated with the process of
morphological changes – b, mutational process – C with the process of morphological changes -c accepting
at the same time min-max-min frequency rates from the same organism in vivo. Stating the results obtained
by the analysis according to the law of dialectics (reason↔ consequence) we get: energy (E) as a single
vector characterizes all the agents of different nature, different concentrations and radiation intensities
differing by size which is one of the parameters dose action (D=ET). And dose in its turn is a result of
interaction of two parameters energy and time (D=ET) with the help of which a number of regularities are
found characterizing both dose and biological process: discontinuity, continuity, homogeneity, heterogeneity,
relativity, alternation, abruptness and spontaneity and phenomenon of correlation as interrelation
(interconnection) between the process of genotype occurring in the organism and the process of phenotype
(morphological changes) in vivo. All these are necessary and sufficient conditions for the approval of the
“quantum theory” (Шредингер, 1947) that mechanism of the biological process in vivo having physical
nature represents a quantum transition in the biological material in vivo. This quantum theory has developed
insensibly (Тимофеев-Ресовский Н.В., Иванов В. И.) and is developing up to nowadays (Inge-Vechtomov,
2005, Namiot, 2014, Dvordjev Y.B., 2014; Dvordjevic Y.B., Markov 2014, Mekikh A.V., 2015; J. Me
Fudden, J. Al. Khalili, 1999).
It is hoped that such mechanism of biological process with its regularities has been subjected to a deep
study and leads to directed solving of the emerging problems in biology, medicine, agriculture and etc.
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